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As the Vietnam War raged in 1968, American soldiers killed 4071 Vietnamese civilians
in the hamlet of My Lai. The atrocities committed were immediately covered up by the US
military and not brought to light until 1969, when a freelance journalist exposed the massacre
and its coverup. As the My Lai story developed through consequent court-martials and
investigations, the massacre and its aftermath grew to become symbolic of American
involvement in Vietnam2, revealing the brutal reality of the conflict and laying bare3 the
corruption present in American institutions. Because of My Lai, public opinion shifted toward
favoring withdrawal from Vietnam while the military was galvanized to reexamine itself and
reform.
Though the My Lai massacre eventually faded from the headlines, its legacy continues to
affect its victims and shape America. In Vietnam, the scars of the war and its brutality remain,
while in the US, American trust in its institutions has been irreversibly eroded. However,
because of the action taken in the wake of tragedy, My Lai also has a legacy of triumph. My Lai
demonstrated the critical function of journalism, directly influenced the US military’s
present-day ethics, and served and continues to serve as a potent warning of the consequences of
poorly waged war and institutional failure.
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United States involvement in Vietnam was a “gradual process”4 that began during Vietnam’s
struggle for independence and escalated to the Vietnam War. After winning independence,
Vietnam was split into a US-backed south and a Communist north, which fought to unify the
nation. The conflagration worsened when the NLF, known commonly and derogatorily as the
Viet Cong5, was established with the goal of toppling the southern regime. The mix of global
superpower, small nation, and rebel group set up a conflict that the US did not understand6 how
to fight. From the beginning, US involvement in Vietnam was unsuited to the conflict, creating a
messy war and a canvas for atrocity.
In order to combat the powerful US, North Vietnam waged a guerilla war. American
soldiers sent to the jungles of Vietnam were “massacred and mauled by an enemy...[they]
couldn’t see...couldn’t feel and...couldn’t touch”7, causing soldiers to feel frustration and
paranoia and crave opportunities to retaliate8. This condition was worsened by the NLF, who, in
addition to employing guerilla tactics, mingled with civilians, making it impossible for American
soldiers to distinguish between friend and foe9. Soldiers were thus distrustful of the local
Vietnamese populations to the point where “all Vietnamese were Viet Cong”10.
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To exacerbate the tense atmosphere, in Vietnam, racism was rampant; body counts were
used to assess military progress; free-fire zones were common; and though soldiers were
required to study military law and procedures such as the Geneva Conventions and how to report
a war crime, there was “disturbing evidence that the training of enlisted personnel in these
subjects was minimal”11. An American soldier in a free-fire zone, which effectively became areas
soldiers could “shoot anything that moved”12, paranoid of an invisible enemy and craving
confrontation, could easily brutalize a slightly suspicious“gook”13. If considered a crime, even in
a free-fire zone, assaults on the Vietnamese would often remain unreported because soldiers
were not trained to do so, and because if deaths occurred, they could be claimed to be of enemy
affiliates to boost body counts14 and demonstrate progress. Predictably, small acts of brutality
against civilians became common. Eventually, this festering environment capable of fostering
brutality would allow and mask atrocity.

My Lai
On March 15, 1968, Captain Ernest Medina briefed the men of Charlie Company on their
upcoming mission: to destroy the NLF battalion that was in the area and, according to
intelligence, almost certainly sheltered in the hamlet of My Lai. The hamlet, effectively a
free-fire zone15, was also to be razed16 to ensure the annihilation of resistance and destruction of
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possible enemy assets. Troops were informed that any innocuous civilians would have left the
hamlet, so anyone remaining was considered NLF or an NLF sympathizer17.
With “no significant deviation from the average...company”18, Charlie Company
embodied most soldiers in Vietnam. They had lost comrades to guerillas and had begun acting on
their fear and frustration by brutalizing civilians, which Captain Medina tolerated19. In their
upcoming mission, the company was told to be aggressive. One reason was to “get revenge”20 for
their casualties, but another was so that a higher body count could be accumulated, which would
demonstrate the effectiveness of the high-ranking officers in control of Charlie Company’s
division, many of whom were vying for a promotion.
On the morning of March 16, the three platoons of Charlie Company embarked on their
mission fully believing they would confront the NLF. As the soldiers landed outside the hamlet,
they immediately began blindly shooting any area the battalion could be hiding. Upon entering
My Lai, soldiers continued shooting. Even as it became clear that the NLF battalion was not
present and that the hamlet inhabitants were benign, the men were firmly under the impression
that the inhabitants were NLF affiliates they had orders to kill.
Likely as the result of this conviction and the festering circumstances of the Vietnam
War, the actions of the men of Charlie Company went beyond the boundaries of military law and
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human morality. My Lai literally burned into a hellscape as soldiers set fire to homes21, brutally
assaulted women and girls22, and butchered livestock23 and people, from infants to old men,
indiscriminately24. A Charlie Company soldier summarized the mission saying, “We met no
resistance...We had no casualties. It was just [a village of]...old papa-sans, women, and kids”25,
and American soldiers had committed atrocities.

Cover-up
Almost immediately, the incident at My Lai began to be covered up. Battle statistics were
manipulated the morning of the incident26, and by the early afternoon of that day, official reports
stated that 128 NLF had been killed, a number made questionable by the disproportionate
reported three weapons captured27. Army public information offices edited a combat
correspondent’s report of the massacre28 listing the NLF casualties and a successfully executed
mission for the press, and the “victory” at My Lai was reported by major papers on March 1729.
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Nonetheless, reports and accusations of a massacre began to surface among soldiers.
Investigations were conducted that disproved reports of a massacre, but an official army panel
later found that they were “little more than a pretense and [that] was subsequently
misrepresented as a thorough investigation...to conceal...the true enormity of the atrocities”30. In
addition to inadequate investigations, later attempts to locate records on My Lai found that
almost all “...the reports and documents dealing with My Lai 4 [My Lai] and its
aftermath...which should have been on file...had vanished”31.
As later investigations would reveal32, the officers depending on My Lai’s success to aid
them to promotions were keenly involved in covering up a poor reflection on their leadership.
Thus, in the wake of the massacre, the coverup of My Lai added another dimension to its
tragedy: while the My Lai massacre demonstrated the consequences of the Vietnam War, its
cover-up revealed the corruption of the American institutions involved.
In painful contrast to the American cover-up, information concerning the events at My
Lai was widely available to Vietnamese officials just days after the incident but was not shared.
In Vietnam, Americans were the dominant force. Because American officials would have taken a
Vietnamese report alleging American atrocities extremely poorly, many Vietnamese officials hid
their knowledge33, feeling “a natural reluctance to confront their American counterparts with
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such serious allegations and to insist upon inquiry into the matter”34. Due to this lack of
cooperation and the Army cover-up, the My Lai Massacre remained a tragedy in the dark.

Into the Light
After hearing eyewitness accounts of slaughter in My Lai, former soldier Ron Ridenhour
became convinced that “something very black indeed”35 had occurred in the hamlet and became
intent on instigating an investigation36 into My Lai. In 1969, Ridenhour sent letters to multiple
government officials and offices detailing what he had discovered, and the military began an
inquiry into his allegations.
As witness after witness testified to the inquiry that a massacre of drastic proportions had
indeed occurred, it became apparent that “if they don’t prosecute someone for this, the Amy’s
[was] going to get clobbered”37; so charges were quickly pressed against Lieutenant William
Calley, who had been identified to have played a significant role in the massacre. Information
relating to Calley’s charges was released to the press; but the release did not relate the scope nor
circumstance of Calley’s charges, and, as the military intended, the public took little notice38.
This would change.
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In 1969, Seymour Hersh, an American freelance journalist known to be anti-war,
received a tip that “the army was in the process of court-martialing a GI [an American
soldier]...for the killing of seventy-five civilians in South Vietnam”39. Hersh decided to pursue
the tip and, if proven true, expose the massacre. After conducting extensive research, Hersh
reached the same conclusions as the army inquiry, and after fact-checking his story with
Lieutenant Calley’s lawyer40, sought to publish it. Though Hersh was against the war, when
searching for a publisher, he was adamant that he would not allow “even one paragraph of that
smacked antiwar dicta pollute the straightforward report of a mass murder”41. Ultimately
published by a small publisher then sold to major newspapers42, the story’s initial impact was
disheartening as skepticism was the public’s prevalent reaction.
The tide turned after Hersh obtained a series of pivotal interviews43 from members of
Charlie Company who exposed, in graphic detail, the scope of the atrocities at My Lai. Hersh’s
new “front page story for the world”44 was featured on major television and newspapers and won
My Lai the publicity to become incredibly influential45. Hersh’s work was “an exposé, but not of
the men of Charlie Company. Something much more important is [was] being put to light”46.
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At the time of the exposé in 1969, Richard Nixon had taken office promising to end the
war, but the nation was still starkly divided on Vietnam. Because of this environment, public
response to My Lai was mixed: while both pro and anti-war groups denounced the massacre,
pro-war groups labeled it an aberration and anti-war groups used it as a reflection on the war47.
Despite the public sensation and division as factions fought and the media published graphic
photos [Appendix A] and interviews, serious questions were raised about the “morality of US
policy”48 in Vietnam; the conduct and ethics of the military; and institutional integrity. My Lai
demonstrated to the public that Vietnam was a breeding ground for brutality, that America was
capable of committing atrocities, and that its institutions were able to cover them up. As the
public saw the grim reality of the Vietnam War and questioned what else was obscured about US
involvement, trust in US institutions and support for the war inevitably dwindled49.
After My Lai’s exposé, a panel led by General William Peers was assembled50 to look
into “the nature and scope”51 of the original My Lai investigations. After compiling volumes of
material52, the Peers Panel’s findings that mass murder and a cover-up had occurred resulted in
charges being pressed against 14 men. After extensive trials, however, only Lieutenant Calley
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was convicted53. Though some saw his conviction as fair and the 13 acquittals as failures of the
military court system, 79% of Americans disagreed with the verdict54, and Calley became widely
seen as the military’s scapegoat [Appendix B] and hailed as a hero. The overwhelming anger at
authorities blaming ordinary soldiers for institutional mismanagement of the Vietnam War
caused further public disillusionment at US involvement in the conflict55.

Legacy
After the initial furor surrounding the massacre and its aftermath, the eventual triumphs
of My Lai began to show. The most visible is My Lai’s establishment of a clear example of the
consequences of poorly waged war. In 1991, the commander of a mission targeting Saddam
Hussein’s forces warned his troops, “No My Lais in this division—do you hear me?”56. Another
use of the “cautionary tale”57 of My Lai and the Vietnam War was in the 2000s, where parallels
were drawn between US involvement in Vietnam and Iraq. The occurrence of abuse and brutality
against civilians in the Iraq War58, however, showed that “government and military leaders had
forgotten the lessons from Vietnam”59. Taken in perspective of My Lai’s role as “cautionary
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tale”60, these incidents not only demonstrated the inevitable repetition of similar tragedy if My
Lai is forgotten but also My Lai’s power in deterring tragedy if remembered.
Another important triumph of My Lai was army reform. “As a direct result of a
commitment to prevent another My Lai...leaders in the Army have made important changes to
both the Army’s culture and organization”61, including a heightened emphasis on “professional
ethics and values”62 drawn directly from the Peers Panel’s conclusions on My Lai63 and
initiatives for precautions to ensure all operations are planned and conducted in compliance with
military law64.
One of My Lai’s less visible but most important triumphs was its demonstration of the
importance of journalism. Out of the many atrocities of its kind committed in the Vietnam War,
only My Lai gripped the attention needed to initiate change because of its public exposé and
media coverage. Without the public pressure resulting from the media exposition of the
massacre, My Lai would have been forgotten and the critical conversations and reform it
instigated would be nonexistent. Objective journalism brings truth to the public; and once people
can know, they can take action. Due to this vital function, journalism was able to bring My Lai to
justice, and the importance of allowing the public to know has in no way diminished since then.
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Despite the triumphs in My Lai’s legacy, tragedy remains that impacts both the US and
Vietnam. In the US, the permanent loss of innocence experienced by the American people
remains tragic, while in My Lai today, survivors have not forgotten the massacre. Many are
unable to forgive and still bear the scars of lost homes, livelihoods, and loved ones65. Similarly,
the entire nation of Vietnam bears the scars of America’s botched involvement, from ravaged
lands66 to the estimated two million civilians killed67, many by small massacres and other acts of
brutality.
From the ashes of unimaginable atrocities committed in a small Vietnamese hamlet, My
Lai shook the conscience of a global superpower and became a defining moment of the Vietnam
era. After its exposition through journalism, My Lai was able to reveal the festering underbelly
of the Vietnam War, lead directly to reform, and provide a powerful antithesis for military action
for generations to come. Though the scars of My Lai have not faded in the minds of its survivors
and the nation it transformed, they endure to shape America and the world and to ensure that My
Lai’s greatest triumph will be the commitment of its tragedy to exist only in history and the
memory of the past.
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Appendix A:

This photograph is of a front page of The Plain Dealer published shortly after the exposition of
the My Lai massacre. The paper was the first to publish a collection of private images taken by
Ronald Haeberle, an Army photographer, of the My Lai massacre that aided in deeply horrifying
the public and providing concrete, graphic evidence forcing government and military action.
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Appendix B:

A 1970s button (despite being titled as from the 1960’s—the website description corrects this
inaccuracy), protesting the conviction of Lieutenant Calley. This button, one out of a variety of
pro-Calley paraphernalia, demonstrated the anger of many who felt that Calley’s conviction was
unjust. The commonness of these items reflects on a general feeling of anger at government
injustice following Calley’s conviction.
“60'S VIETNAM CONSERVATIVE CAUSE PROTEST FREE LT CALLEY NOW BUTTON
PINBACK BADGE.” WorthPoint, W
 orthPoint Corporation,
https://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/60s-vietnam-conservative-cause-456036041.
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